Introduction {#s1}
============

Human faces potentially provide a plethora of social information, including identity, emotional expression and direction of eye gaze. Studies have shown that the ability to extract basic face information develops gradually ([@BHS150C41]) and is mirrored at the neural level by slowly emerging cortical networks ([@BHS150C52]; [@BHS150C15]). In recent years, much research has focused on the behavioral and neural basis of face-processing in infants and young children ([@BHS150C17]; [@BHS150C46]; [@BHS150C11]). A smaller number of studies have suggested that face-processing abilities continue to improve during adolescence ([@BHS150C42]; [@BHS150C58]; [@BHS150C48]), with some studies observing a dip in face-processing proficiency in early adolescence ([@BHS150C12]; [@BHS150C57]). Among the developmental milestones associated with adolescence are changes in social information processing, when new aspects of face processing such as judgements of attractiveness, or social status, become increasingly important. It has been suggested that a better understanding of the developmental changes in face processing during adolescence could provide a good model for understanding the transition of social information processing from childhood through adulthood ([@BHS150C51]). The aim of the current study was to investigate the development of the neural circuitry associated with face processing across a wide age range from childhood to adulthood, and to attempt to disentangle age-related changes from those associated with improvements in task performance.

There is evidence that the prolonged trajectory of becoming proficient at processing faces is mirrored at the neural level by slowly emerging cortical face networks ([@BHS150C17]). In 1 study, children, adolescents, and adults passively viewed photographic images of faces versus objects, places or abstract patterns ([@BHS150C26]). The results showed an age-related increase in the activation within right fusiform cortex \[fusiform face area (FFA)\], with adults showing more activation than child groups and the adolescent group exhibiting an intermediate pattern. In addition, an expansion of FFA volume was correlated with a behavioral improvement in recognition memory for facial identity. In a different study, [@BHS150C52]) showed children, adolescents, and adults short movie clips of faces, places, and objects, and observed an age-related increase in face-selective FFA activation between childhood and adolescence, as well as an increase in face-selective activation in the superior temporal sulcus (STS). Somewhat in contrast, Cantlon et al. observed a robust FFA response in 4-year-old children for faces in comparison to other categories, such as shoes, letters, numbers, or scrambled images ([@BHS150C11]).

Patterns of effective connectivity within the core face-network regions also change over development ([@BHS150C15]). While the basic configuration of the core face-network is present from 7 years, between ages 7 and 11 there is an increase in the degree to which functional network connections are modulated by current task demands. More specifically, it was found that different task demands \[e.g. focus on extracting a facial identity selectively strengthened the network path that connected the inferior occipital gyrus (IOG) to the fusiform gyrus (FG), whereas extracting an emotional expression modulated path strength from the IOG to the STS\].

In the current study, we analyzed data from 48 children, adolescents, and young adults who were instructed to selectively process facial identity, expression, or gaze in 3 different face-processing tasks. Our first aim was to pinpoint the developmental trajectories from mid-childhood to adulthood for the processing of each face aspect. We assumed that during development 2 types of change can occur: changes due to practice or experience and changes due to the chronological age of participants. First, task performance may improve due to practice, and this "training effect" might be associated with changes in underlying neural circuitry. This kind of training effect could be independent of age and thus be seen with performance changes at any age. While this may be difficult to assess in practice, because adults tend to show near ceiling performance on most face-processing tasks, we would expect to see performance--related changes in more challenging face-processing tasks in which individual differences become clearer. This kind of principle has already been shown in individuals with developmental prosopagnosia, who never develop typical adult-level face-processing abilities in the absence of any obvious sensory or intellectual deficit or brain injury ([@BHS150C7]; [@BHS150C8]). Participants with developmental prosopagnosics reliably activate face-specific regions in the cortex while also recruiting additional brain areas \[e.g. the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG); [@BHS150C7]\] and it is interesting to note that IFG activation is routinely observed in studies testing children ([@BHS150C44]; [@BHS150C23]; [@BHS150C45]). This suggests that in a participant group with adult-like levels of functional and structural brain maturation, there are persistent differences in brain responses that could be attributed to the use of alternative processing strategies.

A second type of change that could occur is chronological age-related changes in the neuronal circuitry that are independent from experience (sometimes termed "maturation"). These age-dependent plasticity effects most likely reflect changes in gray matter, such as axon sprouting, or synaptic pruning and synaptogenesis, while white matter (WM) changes may be due to changes in myelination, fiber organization ([@BHS150C25]; [@BHS150C27]; [@BHS150C35]; [@BHS150C47]). It is important to attempt to differentiate performance and age-related changes when investigating development in the neural circuitry on any task in order to obtain a clear picture of which changes are experience dependent and which are simply due to ongoing brain maturation during the first 3 decades of life ([@BHS150C53]; [@BHS150C10]; [@BHS150C13]; [@BHS150C14]).

Thus, our second aim was to separate out age from task performance effects by including 2 specific covariates in our design that represented the level of task performance for the 3 face aspects in the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) in-scanner tasks and 3 additional out-of-scanner face tasks. The in-scanner tasks were designed to be simple in order to allow all participants to perform at similar proficiency levels while using task-specific cognitive strategies. In contrast, the 3 out-of-scanner tasks were more challenging, eliciting greater variation in performance and were used to assess more detailed changes in task performance at different ages. This approach allowed us to assess changes in brain activation as a function of task performance separately from general age effects. We note that the results in the current study pertain only to changes that are associated either with task performance (independent of age) or with age (independent of task performance). Our analysis approach was not designed to reveal changes associated with *both* performance and age. While this approach may lead us to miss regions involved in the interaction between these factors, it nevertheless represents an important step towards differentiating the factors that contribute to the emerging network for face processing.

Our third aim was to assess how functional changes with age and task performance are related to changes in underlying gray and WM. While it has often been suggested that developmental changes in brain function may reflect---and contribute to---changes in brain structure ([@BHS150C14]; [@BHS150C18]; [@BHS150C51]), no studies have directly investigated this with regard to face-processing abilities.

Our research approach to investigating these aims was based on recent paradigm shifts, which have prompted research to focus less on comparing developmental changes in specific brain regions, but rather to look at development from a more general perspective, such as comparing connectivity patterns in large brain networks. This shift has been motivated by several factors, including: First, new theoretical frameworks, such as the neural re-use theory ([@BHS150C1], [@BHS150C2], [@BHS150C3]) and more established theories such as the interactive specialization approach ([@BHS150C32], [@BHS150C33]), have suggested that postnatal functional brain development relies not only on the slow maturation of particular core areas, but also on a process of specialization and fine-tuning of a network of cortical areas. It has been suggested that this specialization process reflects a continuous reorganization process during which systematic connections between cortical areas are strengthened and core areas become increasingly specialized ([@BHS150C14]). A too narrow focus on specific brain regions that are commonly found in the mature brain might lead to missing important developmental effects, such as age or performance effects, as the research findings for the IFG reviewed above have impressively demonstrated. There is already some empirical support for these new theoretical approaches in the face literature \[see the DCM face-processing study reviewed above ([@BHS150C15])\], and this network approach to brain organization has also been investigated for other cognitive domains, such as resting state and cognitive control ([@BHS150C21], [@BHS150C20]). Second, in addition to assessing developmental changes from a network perspective, research has begun to delineate different factors that affect network formation, such as structural and functional brain development, age, puberty onset, performance differences, individual differences, genes, etc. While this work had begun for other domains of cognition, such as word generation or intelligence ([@BHS150C10]; [@BHS150C55]), there is still a need to highlight the importance of using such a systematic approach in developmental neuroimaging studies in order to allow for comparability across studies and to minimize confounds. The current study is one of the first studies to address these issues for face-processing research. In turn, this approach may also allow us to reconcile apparently contradictory findings, such as the ones reported above.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Participants {#s2a}
------------

A total of 48 participants aged 7--37 years (mean age 16.1, SD = 7.7; 26 females; 2 left-handed) took part in this fMRI study. An additional 11 children were tested in the age range of 7--11 years, but excluded from further analysis due to early termination of the scanning session (5 participants) or excessive motion during the scans. Note that none of the adults or children included in this data set exhibited \>3-mm deviation in the centre of mass in any direction.

We also conducted an additional, age group-specific analysis of the behavioral results (for both the in- and out-of-scanner tasks), in which the sample was divided into 3 age groups: 20 children, 7--11 year olds (mean age = 9.9 years, SD = 1.3 years; 10 females), 14 adolescents, 12--17 year olds (mean age = 14.0 years, SD = 1.7 years, 8 females) and 14 adults (mean age = 27.0 years, SD = 4.2 years, 8 females). All participants had normal or corrected to normal vision. The study was approved by the local ethics committee and informed consent was obtained from all participants (or the primary caregiver in the case of minors) prior to testing. We note that part of the functional activation data from the child and adult age groups has previously been published ([@BHS150C15]). However, the structural data and the analyses in the current paper are novel.

Stimuli {#s2b}
-------

### fMRI Tasks {#s2b1}

A stimulus set was created from 27 color photographs taken under standard lighting conditions (3 women × 3 emotional expressions (happy, angry, neutral) × 3 directions of eye-gaze (right, left, direct)). All pictures were cropped to show the face in frontal view and to exclude the neck and haircut of the person; any differences in the face stimuli were adjusted by comparing the means and standard deviations in the histograms for each RGB value using Adobe Photoshop 7 (mean/SD: R = 52.2/3.3; G = 36.2/1.6; B = 24.4/1.7) (see [@BHS150C16], for the same procedure). The stimulus size of 6.3 × 7 cm corresponded to a visual angle of 9.5° × 11° when presented to the participants in the scanner. The stimuli were presented on a dark gray background of a computer screen. Experimental procedure and stimulus presentation were controlled using Matlab (Mathworks, MA).

Participants were required to detect a specified target in a stream of consecutively presented standard stimuli: in the Identity task, participants had to detect a specific identity; in the Expression task, a happy face; in the Gaze task, a face with direct gaze (Fig. [1](#BHS150F1){ref-type="fig"}). Each task was presented in a separate block. The experiment therefore consisted of 3 consecutive blocks, and block order was counterbalanced across participants. At the beginning of each task, a 10 s instruction cue informed participants of the relevant dimension to attend to ("Identity task," "Expression task," or "Gaze task"). Each stimulus was presented for 500 ms, with an inter-stimulus interval of 1 s. The standard stimuli were arranged in mini-blocks of approximately 15 s, containing on average 9 standard stimuli (SD ± 2 standard stimuli) and 1 target stimulus. Target stimuli occurred in a pseudo-randomized order in the mini-blocks, but targets never appeared before the presentation of at least 5 standard stimuli. Each block consisted of 30 mini-blocks. Finally, 6 periods of 10 s of a blank screen baseline condition were inserted into each block, at randomly selected breaks between mini-blocks. The same images were used for all 3 tasks. Since stimuli were presented in mini-blocks the 2 other, task-irrelevant dimensions for each task were varied systematically and presented for an equal amount of times to ensure that the repetitions in task-irrelevant face aspects would be identical across the 3 tasks. Figure 1.Example trials from the 3 fMRI target detection tasks (Identity task, Expression task, and Gaze task). The target stimulus is presented on the right for illustrative purposes only, as it could occur at any time point within the presentation block.

### Out-of-Scanner Tasks {#s2b2}

As our in-scanner tasks were designed so that the performance across the entire age range would be matched, we also conducted 3 more demanding out-of-scanner tasks \[the Benton Facial Recognition test, an Expression categorization task and a Gaze direction detection task ([@BHS150C15])\] to assess developmental differences in processing task performance for each face aspect.

### Benton Facial Recognition Test {#s2b3}

The Benton facial recognition test is widely used in clinical and research settings to diagnose face recognition abilities in adults following brain injury. The paper and pencil test consisted of a cardboard book with 27 pages and a scoring sheet. On each page of the test book, 6 black and white photographs were shown of either male or female faces. Participants were required to recognize a specific target face, which was shown amongst 5 distracter stimuli on the opposite page. As the test progresses, it became increasingly difficult to recognize the target face amongst the distracter stimuli, as the heads are rotated and photographic light effects cast shadows. The test was self-paced and participants were encouraged to turn over the pages after settling on a particular standard stimulus. The short version of the test took no more than 5 min to administer for all age groups.

### The Expression Categorization Task {#s2b4}

The Expression categorization task was created to assess age-dependent differences in the categorization of emotional expressions. Twenty color photographs of female and male students were chosen from the Battery of Japanese and Caucasian Facial Expressions of Emotion (JACFEE) and Neutral Faces (JACNeuF) by [@BHS150C37]), which is an updated version of the widely used Ekman faces ([@BHS150C19]) and has been cross-culturally validated. Note that only Caucasian faces were used for the present study. The photographs were presented in a random order, depicting 4 happy, angry, sad, fearful, and neutral faces. The task was self-paced and the photographs were presented individually on a computer screen against a black background for an unlimited amount of time. Participants had to categorize each photograph and testing time did not exceed 5 min for all age groups.

### Gaze Direction Detection Task {#s2b5}

The Gaze direction detection task was constructed to assess developmental differences in gaze direction detection that vary as a function of head orientation. The task was based on a version of the Pegs task ([@BHS150C36]) but was modified as outlined: A stimulus set was created of 18 color photographs, which depicted a female model facing 3 different rods. The different color rods (red, blue, and yellow) were spaced either 20° or 10° apart and the model\'s eyes were directed to 1 of the rods. In addition, in half of the pictures the model\'s head was rotated by either 10° or 20° from the centre. Each test item was shown against a dark background on a computer screen and participants had to name the color of the rod that the model was looking at. The test was self-paced and the experimenter noted the responses on a separate response sheet. For both child and adult participants, testing times did not exceed 3 min.

fMRI Data Acquisition and Data Analysis {#s2c}
---------------------------------------

A Siemens 1.5T Avanto MRI scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) was used to acquire gradient echo-planar images (29 oblique slices covering the occipital, temporal, and most of the parietal lobes; TR = 2500 ms; TE = 50 ms; flip angle = 90°; field-of-view = 192 × 192 mm; voxel size: 3.0 × 3.0 × 4.5 mm). Following the functional scans, a T~1~-weighted structural image (1 mm^3^ resolution) was acquired for coregistration and display of the functional data and for the voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis.

Our fMRI analysis assessed overall task differences \[3 regressors for the 3 tasks, as well as the relationship between the covariates for age and accuracy rates (both fMRI tasks and out-of-scanner tasks)\] and these tasks. In a first step we therefore contrasted overall task activation for each task and then conducted separate analyses, which independently assessed age and performance effects that are specific for each of the 3 tasks. Last, we related specific age or proficiency effects to structural effects using VBM analysis.

Data were analyzed using SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London; <http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>). The analysis followed the same steps as in a previous work that employed the same paradigm with adult participants ([@BHS150C16]). The 3 in-scanner tasks were run in a randomized order in 3 consecutive blocks during the same scanning session. For each block, we used an auto-align procedure to keep slice positioning consistent for all blocks. For the data preprocessing, the EPI volumes were spatially realigned to an early image within each block using a least-square approach and the 6 rigid body parameter to correct for movement artefacts. The EPI volumes were then normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) standard space ([@BHS150C5], [@BHS150C6]) and smoothed using an 8-mm full-width, half-maximum Gaussian kernel.

At the first (single-subject) level, a general linear model (GLM) was computed for each participant, with 6 regressors total. These modeled each task (identity, expression, gaze) as well as the presence of a particular target (happy face in the emotion task, a particular person in the identity task, and a direct gaze in the gaze task). For the present study, we report only results for the standard rather than the target trials, as the response to the target trials involves confounding attentional and motor-related effects. Each mini-block was modeled as an epoch of 12 s and convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function. To account for residual movement artifacts, the model also included 6 further regressors representing the rigid-body parameters estimated during realignment. Voxel-wise parameter estimates for these regressors were obtained by restricted maximum-likelihood estimation, using a temporal high-pass filter (cut-off 128 s) to remove low-frequency drifts, and modeling temporal autocorrelation across scans with an AR(1) process.

The images from the individual analysis were then input into a group GLM with 3 regressors for the 3 tasks (i.e. β1\*(Identity task); β2\*(Expression task); β3\*(Gaze task)), plus 3 covariate vectors for: (i) age in months; (ii) mean accuracy rates for the 3 fMRI tasks and (iii) the mean accuracy for the out-of-scanner tasks. Note that the 3 out-of-scanner tasks were combined into 1 covariate where the Benton test accuracy rates was covaried with the activation in the Identity task \[β10\*(Identity task × Out-of-scanner Benton task\], the Expression categorization task accuracies was covaried with the activation in the Expression task \[β11\*(Expression task × Out-of-scanner Expression categorization task\] and the Gaze direction detection task accuracies was covaried with the activation in the Gaze task \[β12\*(Gaze task × Out-of-scanner Gaze direction detection task\]. The inclusion of these 3 covariate vectors allowed us to assess age effects in the 3 tasks while simultaneously controlling for task performance effects, and vice versa (see Table [1](#BHS150TB1){ref-type="table"} for all regressors and contrasts). Note that despite that fact that there were no overall behavioral difference in the in-scanner tasks (as intended), we nevertheless chose to include them in the analysis of the age effects in order to control for differences in cognitive strategy at different age points. Table 1fMRI design regressors and contrastsΔ %BOLD=β1\* (ID task)β2\* (E × P task)β3\* (GA task)β4\* (Age × ID task)β5\* (Age × EXP task)β6\* (Age × GA task)β7\* (Acc IN-scanner × ID task)β8\* (Acc IN-scanner × EXP task)β9\* (Acc IN-scanner × GA task)β10\* (Acc OUT-scanner × ID task)β11\* (Acc OUT-scanner × EXP task)β12\* (Acc OUT-scanner × GA task)Main effect ID task**+−−**Main effect EXP task**−+−**Main effect GA task**−−+**ID task: Age effects**+−−**EXP task: Age effects**−+−**GA task: Age effects**−−+**ID task: Acc effects**+−−**EXP task: Acc effects**−+−**GA task: Acc effects**−−+**ID task: Acc effects**+−−**EXP task: Acc effects**−+−**GA task: Acc effects**−−+**[^1]

VBM Analysis {#s2d}
------------

A VBM analysis ([@BHS150C4]) was conducted to investigate developmental changes in gray and WM tissue volumes in specific regions-of-interest (ROIs) in all participants using the SPM8 VBM8 toolbox (<http://dbm.neuro.uni-jena.de/vbm/>). First, each participant\'s structural T~1~ image was normalized to the standard T~1~ MNI template. Then segmentation was performed using prior tissue probability maps and all scans were segmented into cerebro-spinal fluid and gray and WM, using Jacobian determinants for the nonlinear warping modulation. All images were smoothed with an 8 mm full-width, half-maximum Gaussian kernel. We extracted the mean gray and WM adjusted volumes in 6 mm radius ROIs for the brain regions showing significant task differences in the assessment of the task × covariate interactions (Table [3](#BHS150TB3){ref-type="table"}). Using MarsBaR toolbox (<http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/>), each ROI was centered on the peak voxel of an orthogonal contrast (all conditions against baseline) in order to avoid any dependency in our statistical analysis. The gray and WM--adjusted volumes were then included in a multiple regression analysis whether differences in underlying brain structure would predict linear or nonlinear changes in brain activation as a function of age or task performance on the tasks. Note that we excluded outliers (±2 standard deviations) in our ROI analysis.

Results {#s3}
=======

Behavioral Data {#s3a}
---------------

### fMRI Tasks {#s3a1}

For the analysis of the behavioral results, we compared accuracy and reaction times (RT) across the entire age range in the 3 tasks. Across all ages, RT differed between the 3 tasks \[main effect of task: *F*(2, 94) = 5.35, *P* = 0.006\]; the main effect of task was due to longer RTs in the Expression task in comparison to the identity task \[*t*(47) = 3.28, *P* = 0.002\]. A similar trend was seen in the Expression task in comparison to the Gaze task \[*t*(47) = 1.94, *p* = 0.058\]. Accuracy did not differ between the 3 tasks \[main effect of task: *F*(2, 94) = 0.60, *P* = 0.52; see also Table [2](#BHS150TB2){ref-type="table"} for all behavioral results). Across all participants, RTs and accuracy rates were not correlated, thus excluding the possibility of a speed-accuracy trade-off \[Spearman\'s *rho* (48) = −0.05, *P* = 0.70\]. Table 2Behavioral results for the fMRI tasks and the out-of-scanner tasks. Bold font indicates significant effectsfMRI tasksIdentity taskExpression taskGaze taskEffect**Accuracy rates percentage and standard deviation for children/teens/adults**Main effect of task \[*F*(2,88) = 2.57, *P* = 0.082\]87.5/82.3/89.379.0/75.9/91.185.3/88.2/92.3Main effect of age group \[*F*(2,44) = 1.28, *P* = 0.288\]23.0/28.4/15.512.9/28.2/9.012.7/25.9/12.7Interaction task × age group \[*F*(4,88) = 0.931, *P* = 0.441\]**RTs (average and standard deviation for children/teens/adults)**811/796/929928/838/979869/822/939**Main effect of task \[*F*(2,90) = 4.35, *P* = 0.016\]**310/95/195267/84/189261/123/165Main effect of age group \[*F*(2,45) = 0.616″, *P* = 0.652\]Interaction task × age group \[*F*(4,90) = 0.931, *P* = 0.441\]Out-of-scanner tasks**Benton testExpression testGaze test**77.8/81.6/91.3**Main effect of age group \[*F*(2,43) = 10.08, *P* \< 0.001\]**4.7/5.0/3.390.2/97.1/94.3Main effect of age group \[*F*(2,43) = 3.083, *P* = 0.056\]9.5/4.5/7.087.2/92.1/94.8**Main effect of age group \[*F*(2,43) = 3.594, *P* = 0.036\]**10.5/7.3/5.0

We also conducted an analysis of the behavioral results with the entire sample divided into 3 age groups (see Methods). A mixed model repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted for RT with within-subject factor task (3 levels: identity, expression, and gaze) and between-subject factor age group (3 levels: 7--11 years, 12--17 years, and adults). Only the main effect of task was significant \[*F*(2,90) = 4.35, *P* = 0.016\], while neither the main effect of age group nor the interaction between task and age group was significant \[all *F* \< 1.0, all *P* \> 0.4\]. Accuracy was analyzed in the same way, and none of the main effects or the interaction was significant \[all *F* \< 2.5, all *P* \> 0.08\] (see Table [2](#BHS150TB2){ref-type="table"} for all effects). This finding was further supported by an analysis which looked at the behavioral results separately for each task which further established that there were no significant main effects of age for either task \[all *F* \< 2.85, all *P* \> 0.07\]. In addition, we found no evidence of a speed-accuracy trade-off when analyzing the behavioral results for each age group in each task \[all *rho* \< 0.38, all *p* \> 0.18\] (see [Supplementary Table S2](http://cercor.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/cercor/bhs150/-/DC1) for all additional analyses).

### Out-of-Scanner Tasks {#s3a2}

For the analysis of the Benton test, the mean scores for each participant were entered into an ANOVA with between-subject factor age group (7--11 years, 12--17 years, adults). The main effect of age was significant \[*F*(2,43) = 10.08, *P* \< 0.001\]. Simple effects tests showed that this was due to significantly higher accuracy for the adult participants in comparison to the children and adolescents \[children: 22.2% errors; adolescents: 18.4% errors; adults: 6.7% errors; adults vs. children: *t*(32) = 4.67, *P* \< 0.001; adults vs. adolescents: (*t*(24) = 3.16, *P* = 0.004)\]. The children and adolescents did not differ in their accuracy (*t*(30) = 0.89, *P* = 0.376).

For the Expression categorization test, the correct categorizations were calculated for each participant and were entered into an ANOVA with between-subject factor age (children, adolescents, and adults). The main effect of age approached significance \[*F*(2,43) = 3.08, *P* = 0.056\]. Planned comparisons revealed that the children made significantly more mistakes than the adolescents (children: 9.8% errors; adolescents: 2.9% errors; *t*(30) = 2.32, *P* = 0.027), but not the adults (children: 9.8% errors; adults: 5.7% errors; *t*(32) = 1.35, *P* = 0.188). The adolescents did not differ significantly from the adult group (*t*(24) = 1.18, *P* = 0.248).

For the Gaze detection task, the mean accuracy scores were analyzed using an ANOVA with between-subject factor age group (children, adolescents, and adults). The main effect of age was significant \[*F*(2,43) = 3.59, *P* = 0.036\]; this was due to significantly lower accuracy in children compared with adults (children: 12.8% errors; adults: 5.2% errors; *t*(32) = 2.50, *P* = 0.018), but not between the children and adolescents (children: 12.8% errors; adolescents: 7.9% errors; *t*(30) = 1.42, *P* = 0.166) or the adolescents and adults (*t*(24) = 1.11, *P* = 0.277).

Neuroimaging Data {#s3b}
-----------------

In a first step, we contrasted the 3 face tasks with each other (e.g. Identity task minus Expression task and Gaze task) across the entire group, to assess task-specific activation at the whole-brain level. This analysis step enabled us to look at differential brain activation that was significantly stronger in 1 task in comparison tothe 2 other tasks. We note that this differential activation is in addition to the commonly reported activation of face regions in the occipital--temporal face network ([@BHS150C31]; [@BHS150C15]) that was found when each task was contrasted against a baseline condition (see Fig. [2](#BHS150F2){ref-type="fig"}). We used these particular contrasts \[for the Identity task for example, the beta weights were \[Identity task 2 − (Expression task 1 + Gaze task 1)\]\] to differentiate the 3 tasks from each other. This approach was chosen, as we were particularly interested in singling out those brain regions that are special for each task (i.e. not shared between tasks), and then to systematically assess what drives the change in BOLD signal in these brain regions. This represents the opposite approach to the analysis depicted in Figure [2](#BHS150F2){ref-type="fig"}, which shows the *overlap* in activation for the 3 tasks. Figure 2.Brain networks exhibiting activation for the 3 fMRI tasks. Upper row: activation for each task against baseline. Lower row: activation for each task minus the combined activation for the other 2 tasks \[e.g. identity task minus (expression plus gaze task)\]. All maps are P \< 0.05 Family-Wise-Error (FWE) corrected for peak height.

We found that both the Identity and the Expression tasks yielded areas of specific greater activation when each was compared with the other 2 tasks (Table [3](#BHS150TB3){ref-type="table"}). There was more activation during the Identity task than in expression or gaze over a widespread set of regions over the occipital, temporal, and frontal lobes, as well as in the cerebellum. The Expression task-specific activation was restricted to portions of the frontal lobe and the caudate nucleus (see Table [3](#BHS150TB3){ref-type="table"}). Table 3Main effects for task, and effects for age and proficiency covariates in each task (FWE, *P* \< 0.05, \>5 contiguous voxels)EffectBrain regions (L/R)MNI (*x*, *y*, *z*)Approx. Brodman areaCluster size*tIdentity task*  *(Expression and Gaze task)*L superior temporal gyrus−66, −42, 122288539.45R lingual gyrus15, −96, −9197.73Cerebellum−6, −81, −15--7.97R lingual gyrus18, −81, −6197.25L medial occipital gyrus−45, −81, 6186.91R middle temporal gyrus−51, −69, 15217.49L FG−24, −69, −12206.05R medial occipital gyrus57, −66, 12186.66R V130, −60, 0177.16L middle temporal gyrus−60, −60, 13215.97R middle temporal gyrus60, −51, 0216.08L lingual gyrus−24, −48, −3197.08L FG−18, −42, −12207.22L superior temporal gyrus−51, −42, 12227.04R superior temporal gyrus60, −21, 0227.18R hippocampus39, −21, −9287.11L middle temporal gyrus−48, −21, −6216.03R ITG51, −12, −30206.57L Heschls gyrus−60, −9, 9416.65R superior temporal gyrus54, −9, 0226.2R parahippocampal gyrus33, −6, −30208.71R hippocampus21, −6, −13287.2R pallidum21, −3, −3--7.43R precuneus3, −78, 5172345.45R middle cingulate cortex0, −39, 45--4.61R precentral gyrus21, −27, 574855.11R precentral gyrus33, −27, 5444.96L middle frontal gyrus−24, −9, 499/10855.08L IFG−39, 9, 24474.72Identity task: Age effectsNo significant activation clustersIdentity task: In-scanner task proficiency effectsR IOG51, −75, −3192346.13R ITG60, −60, −6205.66R ITG44, −44, −12205.01L medial occipital gyrus−21, −99, 3181815.55Identity task: Out-of-scanner Benton test proficiency effectsR parahippocampal gyrus33, −6, −302086439.23R lingual gyrus15, −96, −9198.57Cerebellum−6, −81, −15--7.25L medial occipital gyrus−45, −81, 6186.24L IOG−42, −81, −9195.93L middle temporal gyrus−54, −72, 9217.58L FG−39, −72, −17206.13R middle temporal gyrus63, −54, 6216.13L FG−30, −51, −18206.23Cerebellum−18, −48, −18--6.05Cerebellum3, −45, −15--6.28L inferior parietal lobe−42, −45, 39406.22R inferior parietal lobe48, −45, 48196.02L middle temporal gyrus−66, −42, 9218.34R supramarginal gyrus51, −42, 45406.15R hippocampus36, −21, −9286.03R hippocampus21, −6, −15286.68L IFG−39, 9, 24476.85R medial temporal pole51, 9, 24386.05IFG51, 24, 30471115.31Expression task (Identity and Gaze task)R IFG45, 18, 12474586.45R caudate nucleus18, 18, 35.36L IFG−33, 30, 9471994.94Expression task: Age effectsL FG−30, −33, −2420595.2Cerebellum33, −51, −24--684.63R ITG48, −57, −1220784.28Expression task: In-scanner task proficiency effectsCerebellum3, −42, −15--605.08Cerebellum12, −39, −18--4.61Expression task: Out-of-scanner proficiency effects expression categorization taskNo significant activation clustersGaze task (Identity and Expression task)No significant activation clustersGaze task: Age effectsSupramarginal gyrus−42, −33, 2440644.6Gaze task: In-scanner task proficiency effectsNo significant activation clustersGaze task: Out-of-scanner proficiency effects gaze direction taskL insula−27, 30, 9131044.98R insula27, 33, 1213684.80R rolandic operculum51, 3, 943654.08[^2]

Separating Age Effects From Task Performance Effects {#s4}
====================================================

In a second step, we then assessed to what extent the observed differences in task-specific activation found in the previous step could be further differentiated into: (a) *age-dependent differences in task activation*, that is, brain regions in which activation in the 3 tasks varies with age (while controlling for task performance); and (b) *performance-dependent differences in task activation* (based on the accuracy rates) for the 3 fMRI tasks and the 3 out-of-scanner tasks (while controlling for age effects).

Age-Dependent Task Differences (Controlling for Task Performance Differences) {#s4a}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this analysis, we looked at age effects that were specific to each fMRI task. By systematically contrasting the 3 tasks with each other (see also Table [1](#BHS150TB1){ref-type="table"} for an overview of all contrasts), we found task-specific age differences for the Expression task in the left FG and the right inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), as well as the cerebellum (see Fig. [3](#BHS150F3){ref-type="fig"}, Tables [4](#BHS150TB4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#BHS150TB5){ref-type="table"}). We then used linear and nonlinear multiple regression analyses and found that the observed age effects on fMRI activation in the FG and the ITG were associated with an age-related increase in WM volume, as well as changes in gray matter (GM) volume in the FG (FG: \[*R*^2^ = 0.50; GM: *t*(44) = −0.2.1, *P* = 0.042; WM: *t*(44) = 6.01, *P* \< 0.001\]; ITG: \[*R*^2^ = 0.20; GM: *t*(44) = −0.022, *P* = 0.982; WM: *t*(44) = 2.82, *P* = 0.007\], regression coefficients indicate BOLD and GM/WM relationships, for curve fitting results see Tables [4](#BHS150TB4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#BHS150TB5){ref-type="table"}). In both FG and ITG, WM volume increased linearly with increased functional responses with greater age, whereas gray matter followed a quadratic trajectory in the FG. Table 4Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis for specific brain regions within the core and extended face network. (FWE, *P* \< 0.05, \>5 contiguous voxels)EffectBrain regionsMNI (*x*, *y*, *z*)Cluster size*T*VBM analysis, beta values for grey matter (GM), WM*Proficiency effects in the In-scanner Identity task*IOG51, −75, −32346.13*R*^2^ = 0.02; GM: *t*(41) = −0.802, *P* = 0.427; WM: *t*(41) = −0.107, *P* = 0.915ITG60, −60, −65.66*R*^2^ = 0.06; GM: *t*(41) = 1.33, *P* = 0.190; WM: *t*(41) = −1.06, *P* = 0.295*Proficiency effects in Out-of-scanner Benton test*FG−30, −51, −186.23*R*^2^ = 0.04; GM: *t*(37) = −0.991, *P* = 0.329; WM: *t*(37) = 1.01, *P* = 0.321IOG−42, −81, −95.93*R*^2^ = 0.01; GM: *t*(38) = −0.694, *P* = 0.492; WM: *t*(38) = 0.362, *P* = 0.720IFG 51, 24, 301115.31***R*^2^ = 0.22**; GM: *t*(37) = −1.50, *P* = 0.143; **WM: *t*(37) = 2.19**, ***P* = 0.035***Age effects in the In-scanner Expression task*FG−30, −33, −24595.2***R*^2^ = 0.50; GM: *t*(44) = −0.2.1, *P* = 0.042; WM: *t*(44) = 6.01, *P* \< 0.001**ITG 48, −57, −12784.28***R*^2^ = 0.20**; GM: *t*(44) = −0.022, *P* = 0.982; **WM: *t*(44) = 2.82, *P* = 0.007***Age effects in the In-scanner Gaze task*Supramarginal gyrus−42, −33, 24644.6*R*^2^ = 0.01; GM: *t*(44) = −0.320, *P* = 0.751; WM: *t*(44) = 0.794, *P* = 0.432*Proficiency effects in Out-of-scanner Gaze direction task*Insula−27, 30, 91044.98***R*^2^ = 0.17; GM: *t*(43) = 2.88, *P* = 0.006**; WM: *t*(43) = 0.254, *P* = 0.801[^3][^4] Table 5Trend analysis for functional responses in specific brain regions within the core and extended face networkBrain regionsMNIBOLD vs. GMBOLD vs. WMBOLD vs. AgeBOLD vs. Performance*Proficiency effects in the In-scanner Identity task*IOG51, −75, −3No relationshipNo relationshipNot testedLinear: \[*R*^2^ = 0.072; *F*(1,40) = 3.12, *P* = 0.085\]ITG60, −60, −6No relationshipNo relationshipNot testedLinear: \[*R*^2^ = 0.072; *F*(1,40) = 3.12, *P* = 0.085\]*Proficiency effects in Out-of-scanner Benton test*FG−30, −51, −18No relationshipNo relationshipNot testedQuadratic: \[*R*^2^ = 0.043; *F*(2,38) = 0.847, *P* = 0.437\]IOG−42, −81, −9No relationshipNo relationshipNot testedCubic: \[*R*^2^ = 0.083; *F*(3,36) = 1.09, *P* = 0.366\]IFG51, 24, 30No relationship**Inverse: \[*R*^2^ = 0.20; *F*(1,37) = 9.24, *P* = 0.004\]**Not testedCubic: \[*R*^2^ = 0.083; *F*(3,36) = 1.09, *P* = 0.366\]*Age effects in the Expression task*FG−30, −33, −24**Quadratic: \[*R*^2^ = 0.18; *F*(2,42) = 4.50, *P* = 0.017\]Linear: \[*R*^2^ = 0.45; *F*(1,44) = 36.5, *P*\< 0.001\]Logarithmic: \[*R*^2^ = 0.83; *F*(1,46) = 218, *P* \< 0.001\]**Not testedITG48, −57, −12No relationship**Linear: \[*R*^2^ = 0.121; *F*(1,44) = 6.067, *P* = 0.018\]Logarithmic: \[*R*^2^ = 0.83; *F*(1,46) = 218, *P* \< 0.001\]**Not tested*Age effects in the In-scanner Gaze task*Supramarginal gyrus−42, −33, 24No relationshipNo relationship**Inverse: \[*R*^2^ = 0.13; *F*(1,43) = 6.44, *P* = 0.015\]**Not tested*Proficiency effects in Out-of-scanner Gaze direction task*Insula−27, 30, 9**Linear \[*R*^2^ = 0.17; *F*(1,41) = 8.45, *P* = 0.006\]**No relationshipNot tested**Quadratic: \[*R*^2^ = 0.09; *F*(2,41) = 2.03, *P* = 0.145\]**[^5][^6] Figure 3.Brain activation as a function of task and age in the Expression task. Activation for the main effect of task \[β2\*(Expression task) − (β1\*(Identity task) + β3\*(Gaze task)\] is shown in blue, and activation in brain regions that can be explained by the concurrent interaction between task × age \[β5\*(Expression task × Age\] is shown in green. For 2 selected brain regions, changes in activation are shown as a function of age. Note that we controlled for outliers (±2 standard deviations) in this analysis. Map threshold is P \< 0.001 uncorrected for peak height, extent threshold P \< 0.05, corrected. Both hemispheres are shown in a lateral (top) and inferior (bottom) view. The right hemisphere is depicted on the right.

For the Gaze task, we found a significant age effect (i.e. increase with age) in the left supramarginal gyrus, which was not related to changes in brain morphology \[*R*^2^ = 0.01; GM: *t*(44) = −0.32, *P* = 0.75; WM: *t*(44) = 0.79, *P* = 0.43\].

The Identity task did not yield significant age effects.

Task Performance-Dependent Task Differences (Controlling for Age Differences) {#s4b}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Changes in brain activation as a function of processing task performance for the 3 face aspects were analyzed separately for the accuracy rates in the in-scanner and out-of-scanner tasks \[e.g. β7\*(Identity task × in-scanner Identity task accuracy, see Table [2](#BHS150TB2){ref-type="table"} for all regressors and contrasts\]. The different performance effects for each task are listed in Table [3](#BHS150TB3){ref-type="table"}. See also Figure [4](#BHS150F4){ref-type="fig"} for an illustration of activation as a function of performance in the Identity task. We found performance differences for all 3 face aspects, as described below. Figure 4.Brain activation as a function of task and task performance in the Identity task. Activation for the main effect of task \[β1\*(Identity task) − (β2\*(Expression task) + β2\*(Gaze task)\] is shown in blue, while activation in brain regions that can be explained by the concurrent interaction of task with task performance is rendered in green \[β7\*(Identity task × In-scanner task accuracy)\] and in red \[β10\*(Identity task × Out-of-scanner Benton test\]. For 3 selected brain regions, changes in activation are shown as a function of task performance. Note that we controlled for outliers (±2 SDs) in this analysis. Map threshold is P \< 0.001 uncorrected for peak height, extent threshold P \< 0.05, corrected. Both hemispheres are shown in the lateral view. Note that the right hemisphere is depicted on the right side.

The Identity task × in-scanner performance effect showed effects on activation in the right IOG, the left medial occipital gyrus and the bilateral ITG. Task performance effects in the Identity task × out-of-scanner Benton task were widespread, modulating activation in regions in the face network and beyond (Table [3](#BHS150TB3){ref-type="table"}).

The Expression task × in-scanner performance effects on activation were found in the cerebellum. Last, only the bilateral insula and the rolandic operculum exhibited differential activation related to the Gaze task × out-of-scanner Gaze detection task interaction.

Multiple regression analysis for those ROIs that fell within the core and extended face network ([@BHS150C28]; [@BHS150C22]; [@BHS150C31]; Tables [4](#BHS150TB4){ref-type="table"} and [5](#BHS150TB5){ref-type="table"}) showed that the IFG activation in the out-of-scanner Benton task was associated with WM changes that followed an inverse trajectory \[*R*^2^ = 0.22; GM: *t*(37) = −1.50, *P* = 0.143; WM: *t*(37) = 2.19, *P* = 0.035\], whereas activation changes in the insula in the out-of-scanner Gaze detection task was related to linear age-related increase in GM \[*R*^2^ = 0.17; GM: *t*(43) = 2.88, *P* = 0.006; WM: *t*(43) = 0.254, *P* = 0.801\] (Table [5](#BHS150TB5){ref-type="table"}).

Discussion {#s5}
==========

This study assessed the developmental trajectory of the neural processing of 3 aspects of face processing from childhood through adulthood, and investigated whether these developmental effects in face-processing--related brain activity were associated with changes in task performance, chronological age, or brain structure. While age-dependent changes in activation were primarily observed in occipito--temporo--parietal regions, changes in activation related to task performance were widespread across occipital and temporal cortex and the limbic system, with additional frontal loci for the Identity task. Finally, both age and performance effects in the out-of-scanner tasks were associated with changes in underlying gray and WM volume.

While the in-scanner tasks were designed with the aim that participants would use task-specific cognitive strategies for each face aspect, they were also kept deliberately simple to yield similar performance levels between the 3 age groups. However, our more challenging out-of-scanner face-processing tasks showed clear developmental differences. Children performed less accurately at processing all 3 face aspects and adolescents showed lower task performance for recognizing faces than did adults.

Our fMRI results show that all 3 in-scanner tasks reliably activated the established core face-network regions (Fig. [2](#BHS150F2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@BHS150C28]; [@BHS150C22]; [@BHS150C16], [@BHS150C15]). Further, our analysis also revealed differential patterns of behavior and neural activation for all these tasks beyond mid-childhood which we will discuss in detail below.

Expression and Gaze Processing Show Specific Age Effects {#s5a}
--------------------------------------------------------

The age-dependent effects in the Expression task were concentrated in brain regions that support face emotion processing in the mature brain, including the FG and the adjacent ITG ([@BHS150C28]; [@BHS150C16]). Activation in both the FG and the ITG in the Expression task was best fitted with a logarithmic developmental trajectory (Fig. [3](#BHS150F3){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, an initially increasing response to facial expression was followed by a plateau. This suggests that this response pattern becomes increasingly specialized with age, that is, selectively activated in a particular task context only ([@BHS150C34]; [@BHS150C11]). For the Gaze task, age effects were also found in the left supramarginal gyrus, a region that has been shown in recent modeling studies to be part of an extended cortical eye gaze network ([@BHS150C43]). The findings of developmental changes in neural responses in the core face-network regions are also in line with the predictions made by theoretical frameworks for human functional brain development, such as neural re-use or Interactive Specialization models ([@BHS150C32], [@BHS150C33]; [@BHS150C1], [@BHS150C2]).

For the Expression task, age-dependent activation in FG and ITG brain regions was accompanied by structural brain changes, in particular an increase in WM (Fig. [3](#BHS150F3){ref-type="fig"}). This finding runs in line with longitudinal MRI studies that found gray and WM changes in the occipital and temporal lobe beyond the second decade of life ([@BHS150C25]; [@BHS150C56]; [@BHS150C50]; [@BHS150C29]). The observed dynamic relationship (an initial increase, followed by a subsequent plateau) between developmental BOLD change in FG and ITG along with changes in both gray and WM might speculatively be the result of the concurrent increase in myelination and synaptic pruning in these brain regions ([@BHS150C30]; [@BHS150C9]; [@BHS150C54]; [@BHS150C47]).

Changes in Neural Activity Associated with Task Performance {#s5b}
-----------------------------------------------------------

In contrast to the age effects discussed above, all 3 tasks showed patterns of brain activity that were linked to task performance, and particularly for identity processing in both the in-scanner and out-of-scanner tasks. These performance effects were associated with widespread activation patterns, which included several regions outside the commonly reported core face-network in the mature brain (Fig. [4](#BHS150F4){ref-type="fig"}) ([@BHS150C22]). One possible explanation is that activation in these brain regions reflects the use of heterogeneous cognitive strategies for processing the 3 face properties ([@BHS150C16]). While the present study did not find overt behavioral differences in processing different face properties in the 3 in-scanner tasks for the different age groups (i.e. no significant a task × age interaction), it may be that the observed differential task performance effects in the BOLD response were driven by the use of additional or alternative face-processing strategies and possibly different strategies at different ages ([@BHS150C40]; [@BHS150C42]). This is based on the assumption that changes associated with performance should be seen at any age. The notion of performance differences reflecting the use of heterogenous strategies is also in line with previous studies that reported prolonged trajectories in face-processing behavior during childhood through adulthood, including an adolescent dip in face-recognition abilities ([@BHS150C12]). Note that the use of heterogeneous strategies would not necessarily result in observable differences in accuracy, given that the 3 In-scanner tasks were deliberately constructed to yield equal performance across the age range. Rather, these may reflect changes in social information processing at different developmental stages, such as what information is extracted from a face. In the current study, the bilateral insular cortex was one of the few regions that exhibited changes in activation as a function of task performance level in the Gaze task. The anterior insula has been shown to be part of a cortical network supporting eye gaze perception ([@BHS150C49]) and one possible interpretation of this finding is that the achievement of high-performance levels in the processing of eye gaze are related to greater engagement of these brain regions. Alternatively, the observed change in BOLD response may also partially explained by underlying gray matter development, which showed a linear increase in this brain region.

It has been shown in recent studies that effective cortical networks are continuously strengthened and reorganized throughout development ([@BHS150C21]; [@BHS150C15]) and it may be that the widespread activation patterns in the Identity task reflect this reorganization process throughout the developmental trajectory ([@BHS150C14]). This interpretation is supported by the behavioral literature, which shows that recognizing faces relies on specific cognitive processing strategies whose acquisition requires extensive training and exposure ([@BHS150C38]; [@BHS150C39]). Last, prolonged development for facial recognition abilities can also be seen as an adaptive strategy, as it can accommodate the changing criteria for facial recognition throughout development. For example, facial identity may be processed differently during adolescence when aspects such as attractiveness or trustworthiness become more important ([@BHS150C51]). The results from our analysis approach, which allowed us to isolate effects of age and performance separately, support this interpretation: we found widespread activation differences related to performance level in the Identity task.

Conclusions {#s5c}
-----------

In summary, the results from our study indicate that the developmental trajectories for extracting social information from faces extend well into adolescence and possibly beyond. By testing a large sample of participants from 7 through to 37 years, we showed that the behavioral and neural basis for 3 basic aspects of face perception follows differential developmental trajectories, and that these can be partially attributed to underlying structural brain development that extends well into the third decade of life. Further studies are needed to pinpoint the continuous trajectories for face-processing abilities during and beyond early adulthood. We were also able to identify the developmental changes in functional brain activation that were distinct from changes in task performance. Our results supported the notion of a continuous development in core and extended cortical networks supporting basic face-processing abilities throughout the first 3 decades of life. More specifically, we were able to demonstrate that neural activity during face-processing tasks changes with age, and these developmental changes were different from changes associated with improved task performance. Finally, the fact that we found significant changes associated with either age or task performance in our study validates our approach, and suggests that separating these influences on development can further elucidate the emergence of face networks.
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[^1]: Acc, accuracy; EXP, expression; GA, gaze; ID, identity; IN, in-scanner tasks; OUT, out-of-scanner tasks.

[^2]: L/R, Left or right hemisphere; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.

[^3]: Bold font indicates significant effects.

[^4]: MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.

[^5]: Bold font indicates significant effects.

[^6]: GM, grey matter; WM, white matter.
